This paper describes a framework for the annotation of discourse which consists of the combination of software tools and a tagset. Its main purpose is to create small corpora for action-research projects conducted by Second of Foreign Language teachers, including Content and Language Integrated Learning, in their classrooms. The framework intends to be a solution for this particular situation, which requires a high level of simplicity. Although in the literature of Corpus Linguistics there are some good frameworks and tagsets for the annotation of corpora, they are usually too complex for teachers who are not experts either in Corpus Linguistics or Discourse Analysis.
Introduction
I started teaching English twenty years ago. With the purpose of becoming a better teacher, I observed other teachers' work to find new ideas, read books and went to conferences. However, I quickly found that was not enough. Being able to do a systematic observation and assessment of my own teaching was necessary, and action-research seemed to be the way to do it. However, administrators in Spain do not plan any training for teachers to learn how to do research. There is the possibility to enroll in research projects at universities, but in this context there is a tendency for the use of big data and very specialized and complex knowledge.
What teachers really need to improve their own practice is small-scale projects and the simplification of concepts and processes. Sometimes because they are not really interested, and sometimes because they do not have the time. They How to cite this paper: Gándara, D. G. (2019) . A Simple Framework for the Annotation of Small Corpora. Open Journal of Modern Linguistics, 9, [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] [214] https://doi.org/10.4236/ojml.2019.93019
Stage 1: Recording the Sessions
Recording the lessons is a necessary step in order to aim research at discourse analysis, which is one of the areas I became interested. Today it became very easy to obtain high quality audio without having to buy expensive equipment or high skill about audio recording. Microphones in computers, mobile phones or tablets offer quality enough to allow a smooth transcription process. Technical specifications of audio recording fall out of the scope of this paper.
Stage 2: Transcribing
This stage can begin as soon as the action-researcher has some recordings available from stage 1, so that both stage 1 and 2 may be performed simultaneously. It is in this part of the process that this framework comes into action. In order to complete this stage I wrote an Emacs package (Lewis, LaLiberte, & Stallman, 1990) called Transcribe, written in Emacs Lisp (a programming language) by myself, which provides with key combinations to do some operations over the audio files on the same screen that the user writes the transcriptions (Figure 1) : start, stop, go forward, go backwards. This is achieved by the common Emacs package EMMS, which can be found in the project's web page. The package Transcribe can be easily installed from the Emacs package repositories. Once the package is installed, it is easy to get information about the keys that perform the operations, and they can be customized. It is a free software package, so any part of it can be modified to the needs of the user. It provides the transcribe-mode in Emacs, which will add the menu Transcribe in the menu bar, with the different actions that can be performed. The user may just write the transcriptions from the audio and save the file, but I recommend to add at least some of the annotation tags at the same time in the manner that is going to be described in the next sections. This method will save a lot of time if the transcriber and the annotator is the same person. 
Stage 3: Annotation of Discourse and Pragmatics Features
When the transcription stage is finished, the action-researcher can annotate the text. I recommend to complete all the transcriptions before beginning stage 3 because it simplifies the planning of the annotating process.
For the annotation of discourse and pragmatic features, it is necessary to define a scheme. What I propose is a set of XML (Extended Markup Language) tags. As a basis to create a very simple scheme that can be applied by people who are not expert in linguistics I revised some schemes that I found in previous literature. As a first example, the functions described in DASML Jurafsky, Shriberg, & Biasca, 1997) are too many in my view (statements: assert, reassert, other-statement; influencing-addresee-future-action: open-action, action-directive; info-request; commiting-speaker-future-action: offer, commit; conventional: opening, closing; explicit performative; exclamation; other-forward-function). Apart of the eight categories, it includes some subcategories. Besides the number of categories, it appears to be complicated to decide which one to apply, the names require a deep knowledge of linguistics. This is a problem for the person who is transcribing. If the categories are too narrow and hard to understand classifying is too large an effort for teachers who are using their free time for research.
As for SPAAC (Leech & Weisser, 2003) , I found in this scheme really interesting features. In fact, I based my scheme mostly on ideas from this model. In particular, the taxonomy for speech acts. However, the original scheme becomes too complex at the lowest level of concretion, even the authors report problems deciding which tags to apply for each situation. The model describes more than In the case of PRAGMATEXT (González-Ledesma, 2007) , the problem that I found is that the intention of the scheme was way more ambitious than mine. It is intended to take into account features of discourse such as emotional discourse, modalization, evidentiality, phraseology or metaphor. As a result, it brings many annotation elements which are completely unnecessary for the kind of projects my model is aimed.
With regards to EXMARaLDA (Schmidt & Wörner, 2009) , it is aimed to automatic software processing of the files. From the beginning, I wanted a system which does not depend on specific software and that could even be edited manually. EXMARaLDA does not provide this.
I also analysed the scheme designed by Bunt et al. (2010) , which tries to go further and define the basics for an ISO compliant markup system.
Especially interesting is the work of Chiarcos et al. (2008) , which establishes a framework to integrate different types of annotation schemes, and set some standards that the schemes have to comply with in order to allow its integration with others. However, the standard they propose is also unnecessarily complicated for small scale studies. This can be observed in this example of a tag:
"<mark id="tok_21" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(//body,'',101,4))"/>" (Chiarcos et al., 2008) , which is not precisely user friendly. Nonetheless, the possibility of translating from one standard to another is really interesting. The way I designed the scheme makes it possible for easy translation, by means of a script into the PAULA standard defined in the mentioned work (Chiarcos et al., 2008) . All the schemes analyzed were designed either with too many different tags or their technical specifications were too complex to be performed by untrained teachers. If any of these schemes had reached the status of standard, it could compensate their complexity. Unfortunately, even though some of these schemes are widely used, none of them has become a clear standard yet.
In contrast with the complexity of the models found in previous literature, the new scheme that I propose is simple enough for anyone who reads the instructions. The first step is to create the file that will store the transcriptions. Some information is needed in the header of the file, working as metadata, so that the automatic processing of the transcriptions is easier. After the required line for a XML file, the tag <episodes> will encapsulate some <episode> sub-tags (Listing 1). This is the highest layer of the scheme proposed here. The following tags give more information about each <episode> (The Transcribe package described above allows automation of this):
<number> The function of this tag is to provide a label to identify the episode.
<duration> In this tag the duration of the episode is given in seconds. <comment> Any comments that the transcriber or the annotator want to add.
<subject> The subject of the lesson in which the episode took place. Open Journal of Modern Linguistics Listing 1. Structure of the transcription file.
<participants> A list of the identification numbers that are going to be used in the transcription.
<task> Each episode constitutes a task that took part in the lesson. Inside this tag, the sub-tags: <role>, <context> and <demand> can be defined. These subtags correspond to the task taxonomy proposed in González Gándara (2017) and
González Gándara (2019), where some examples of the use of this scheme can be found.
The database file format is structured in layers that can be added on top of each other indefinitely. The lowest level layer is composed by the speech acts.
The segmentation will be done in terms of AS-Units (Analysis of Speech Units) (Foster, Tonkyn, & Wigglesworth, 2000) . As-units are defined as: "a single speaker's utterance consisting of an independent clause, or sub-clausal unit, together with any subordinate clause(s) associated with either". These As-Units are tagged "<l1>" or "<l2>", depending on the language that is used (Listing 2).
The annotator may add attributes to this tags that can be analysed by the statistical software (My recommendation is R). In my research, I use the tags:
<clauses> The number of clauses in the speech act.
<errors> The number of error in the speech act.
<function> The pragmatic function of the speech act.
The number of clauses is an objective measure, the annotator just have to count. Open Journal of Modern Linguistics
Listing 2. Example of speech acts.
In the case of the errors, this is more subjective, and it will depend on the purpose of the researcher. As for the linguistic function, the superordinate clauses defined by Leech & Weisser (2003) offer the simplicity that I am looking for this scheme:
Initiating direct, request information, suggest, inform, etc.
Responding accept, acknowledge, answer, confirm, negate, etc.
Dialogue Control complete, correct, correct-self, echo, identify, pardon, etc.
Expressive exclaim, express opinion, express possibility, express regret, express wish, etc.
Interpersonal Management thank, greet, bye, etc.
I found these much easier to understand to non-experts than other classical taxonomies of speech acts (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1976) . Besides, this model has been incorporated in widely used corpora, like the British National Corpus or the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus.
On top of the speech act level (As-units), the next layer consists of the "moves". To annotate the moves I propose the classical "IRF" model (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) which defines the moves: initiation, response and follow up as the typical structure of classroom discourse. For this purpose, the tags of the former layer will be introduced inside a mother tag that defines the speaker and the move (Listing 3).
I decided not to include a specific layer to encapsulate the IRF exchanges because it creates a high level of complexity, in terms of deciding how to set the limits of each exchange. Sometimes they overlap, sometimes they are incomplete, etc. Apart from this, the fact of annotating the limits of each exchange does not offer interest enough for the analysis of discourse to be worth the effort.
Stage 4: Analysis of Data
When stages 1 to 3 are completed, the action-researcher may start the analysis of data. One important feature that the package Transcribe provides is the possibility to get automatically a text file (Listing 4) that can be analyzed by statistical software.
The output provided is design to work in R scripts (Team, 2008 Initiating The number of "initiating" As-units divided by the total of As-units in the episode.
Responding the number of "responding" As-units divided by the total of As-units in the episode.
Control the number of "control" As-units divided by the total of As-units in the episode.
Expressive the number of "expressive" As-units divided by the total of As-units in the episode.
Interpersonal the number of "interpersonal" As-units divided by the total of As-units in the episode.
Shifts the number of shifts from L2 to L1 per As-unit.
However, other measurements can be added to the package by modifying the source code, which is provided.
Conclusion
This framework was used to build the corpus of my lessons in the context of my own research (González Gándara, 2017 , 2019 . However, in this paper, I tried to demonstrate that it can be a contribution to foster new small action-research projects which will enrich the literature about communicative tasks in Second or Foreign Language Teaching, including Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).
The combined use of the EMMS and the Transcribe packages in Emacs with the statistical software R and the annotation scheme proposed in this paper provides a very accessible way for second of foreign language teachers who want to improve their training by performing action-research projects about their own lessons, attain sound and well-founded analysis of discourse in their classrooms Open Journal of Modern Linguistics and come to rich conclusions.
Although the package Transcribe was designed for a specific research study, it is a piece of free software, so it can be easily adapted to other conditions as well as being exported to comply with standards like PAULA (Chiarcos et al., 2008) .
Besides its function as a tool for action-research, small annotated corpora created with the method presented in this paper may be used for the training of algorithms for automatic annotation of pragmatics.
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